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New titles, bargains, and seasonal gift suggestions

books | charts | voyage planning

Marine Booksellers & Chart Agents
tel:

address: 249 Queen’s Quay West Toronto, Ontario, m5j 2n5
(416) 203-1163 toll free: (800) 463-9951 website: www.nauticalmind.com

shop notes…
With our “hello” this year, we’re offering a different kind of peek inside our nautical minds—
a few across-the-counter successes and shop notes by the numbers. Enjoy!
Longest (and most beloved) series: Patrick O’Brian’s Aubrey–Maturin
novels, at 7,000-plus pages. Would it were 10,000….

Farthest we shipped a book in
2016: 11,415 km. It was Bulk Carrier
Practice, sent to Shanghai, China.

Unsold book we can’t bear to de-list: Haunted Lakes: Great Lakes Ghost
Stories, Superstitions and Sea Serpents. A 1997 first edition (!), but we just can’t
mark down those Great Lakes sea serpents.

#1 Seamanship title, 2016:
Stress-Free Sailing: Single and
Short-Handed Techniques
Longest book in the shop: 21st
Century Seamanship, a whopping
1,300 pages.

Most extreme customer-service delivery: Two books carried this fall to
Cap-aux-Meules, Magdalen Islands by a travelling staff member.
From left to right: Ross, Nancy, Sari,
Dorothy, Sam

Most books bought by a single customer: 317—possibly more (records
only go back to 2005)—purchased by our best all-time/long-time top
customer. The runner-up is at 200 titles. Our sincere thanks to them both—
and to all our supporters.

#1 bestselling chartbook since its first edition (2000): The Bahamas
(Explorer series), thanks to word-of-mouth praise.
2016’s most surprising cruising guide tally: Three copies of the South
African Nautical Almanac, tripling last year’s count.
Most exciting customer request: “Please send a set of Canadian Arctic and
Greenland charts for our east-west Northwest Passage expedition.”
Most intriguing 2016 book/event: Dragon Harald Fairhair: The World’s Largest
Viking Ship. The book’s half in Norwegian and the ship itself docked just
outside our doors in July.
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It’s Easy to Order
You can drop by the store, phone, e-mail or order securely online.
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cruising
sailboats designed in North America. His analysis
uses statistics such as the ratio of displacement to
waterline length, a capsize formula, and rankings
of comfort underway. Vessels are also ranked on
performance in a range of weather conditions.
416pp. softcover 2016 $34.95

new
Bluewater Cruisers
This unique book uses eleven criteria to identify
and rank the 398 most offshore-capable fibreglass

new
Retire Aboard
by Jim Trefethen
Do you dream of
living aboard in
a far-off port of
call—but can’t
figure out how to
make the vision a
reality? Trefethen
maintains that retirement afloat is
possible for many people—even those who have
not spent their working years learning the ways
of the water. His advice covers choosing the right
boat, using it wisely, and how to avoid potential
expensive mistakes.
256pp. hardcover 2017 $36.99

new edition
Propeller Handbook
by Dave Gerr
2nd ed. Gerr explains
how props work and how
to pick the right one for
your boat—and gives a
wealth of practical and
detailed advice in easy-to-follow language, covering installation, propeller problems, issues with
the shaft, choosing the right number of blades,
boat speed and powering calculations, and more.
224pp. softcover 2016 $29.95
new
Cuba Bound:
The North Coast
by Waterway Guide
This valuable guide
provides detailed,
in-depth information for boaters
headed to Cuba
from the United
States or the Bahamas. It includes chartlets,
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cruising/design
provides waypoints and navigation advice, and
is illustrated with helpful photos for more than
40 destinations and anchorages. Ports of entry
are identified, and the kit also includes maps and
advice about going ashore.
100pp. spiral 2016 $64.95
new
Distant
Shores
Seasons
1-10 DVD
Super Pack
by Paul Shard
& Sheryl Shard
Dreaming of
sailing away to exotic destinations? Want
info on cruising grounds and ports? “Distant
Shores,” an award-winning television series
about the cruising life, is your ticket for sampling the adventure and realities before you
head out. This money-saving bundle includes all
10 seasons: 130 half-hour episodes on 26 DVDs.
dvd 2016 $197.00
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in technology, and current practices. The authors
explain the theories behind sail power as well as
how sails and their structure and composition
can affect boat speed. They also shed light on the
many factors that make a sailboat go fast…or not.
182pp. hardcover 2016 $51.95

new edition
The Art and Science of Sails
by Tom Whidden & Michael Levitt
2nd ed. A guide to modern sail technology from
the top brass at North Sails. Whidden, who was
Dennis Conner’s tactician in several America’s
Cup campaigns, has completely revised the first
edition to cover contemporary sailcloth, advances

new
Herreshoff: American Masterpieces
by Maynard Bray, Claas van der Linde &
Benjamin Mendlowitz
The name Herreshoff has been a synonym
for “classic American yacht” for more than a

design/coffee table books
century. Led by its founder—Captain Nathanael
Green Herreshoff, who died in 1938—the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company has produced
countless beautiful, fast, and seaworthy craft.
The team of historian Maynard Bray, Herreshoff
expert Claas van der Linde, and photographer
Benjamin Mendlowitz here present an array of
the finest Herreshoff vessels extant today, with
images of both sailing action and finish detail,
archival drawings and plans, and insightful
design notes.
272pp. hardcover 2016 $131.00
new
Nautor’s
SWAN
by Matthew
Sheahan &
Bianca Ascenti
This is the
official
publication celebrating the 50th anniversary of
the founding of the celebrated Finnish builder of
high-end sailing yachts. Founded in 1966 with a

commitment to excellence in everything from design to final detailing, the company has produced
a series of yachts noted—and prized—for their
elegance and seaworthiness.
304pp. hardcover 2016 $100.00
new
Contessa 26: The First 50 Years 1966–2016
by Ed Rogers, Fiona Pickthall & Barry Pickthall
Based on a Nordic Folkboat, the Contessa 26
is a small boat with a huge following. Between
1966 and ’77, England’s Jeremy Rogers boat
yard built about 350 of the 26-footers. In 1973,
J.J. Taylor & Sons of Toronto acquired moulds
and built another 400, under licence. Immensely
seaworthy and easily sailed singlehanded, a
Contessa 26 famously took young sailor/authors
Peter Hancock, Tania Aebi, and Brian Caldwell in
solo record-setting adventures around the world.
This book tells the first half-century story of the
little-boat-that-could.
96pp. hardcover 2015 $65.95

new
Fifty Ships that Changed
the Course of History
by Ian Graham
Beginning with the
Egyptian “solar barge” of
Pharaoh Khufu (aka King
Cheops)—which dates to
circa 2560 BCE—Ian Graham presents fifty amazing
history-shaping vessels. His fleet includes simple
craft used to harvest food, vessels designed for
trade, exploration or conquest, and ships sailed for
war or pleasure, such as one of the largest passenger ships ever built, the MS Allure of the Seas.
224pp. hardcover 2016 $29.95
new
A History of Sailing
in 100 Objects
by Barry Pickthall
Pickthall’s fascinating
compendium uses objects
as jumping off points
for sharing insights and
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coffee table books
information about the history of sailing and boats.
His cornucopia includes viking ships, navigational
instruments, citrus fruit, scrimschaw, and sailors’
tattoos. The objects’ connections and context
engage and delight—and cover a wide range of
sailing history.
224pp. hardcover 2016 $47.00
new
edition
The Sea
Chart
by John Blake
2nd ed.
Nautical
charts have
evolved over
time, in both
scientific
and aesthetic ways. In each of his chapters, Blake
tells the history and context of charting a specific
region, then presents the relevant navigational
charts, views, and illustrations.
192pp. hardcover 2016 $53.95
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Ellen MacArthur, Seve Jarvin, Tony Bullimore, and
Vinny Lauwers—and also get technical, providing
detailed analyses and intricate illustrations of competition boats, with insights from experts. Beautiful
images of racing action round out the package.
288pp. hardcover 2016 $47.99

new
SAIL: A Tribute to the World’s Greatest Races,
Sailors, and Their Boats
by Timothy Jeffrey & Vanessa Dudley
A book designed to celebrate, illuminate, and
inspire. The authors tell the stories of impressive ocean-racing events and achievers—such as

new
The Voyages of
Captain James Cook
by James Cook, John Hawkesworth & Nicholas Thomas
In 1766, Britain’s Royal
Society chose mapmaker
and navigator James Cook to lead a South Pacific
voyage. Cook and his crew set sail in 1768 and, after
they returned to London four years later, Cook’s
published journals made him a celebrity. Two more
Pacific voyages followed—then the celebrated captain’s career ended in his murder in Hawaii. This
handsome illustrated account of all three Pacific
voyages includes excerpts from Cook’s diaries plus
illustrations, photographs, and supplementary text.
320pp. hardcover 2016 $52.00

coffee table books/gift ideas
new
Ships of the Great
Lakes (Playing Cards)
by Peter Markham
This unique deck of playing cards features Peter
Markham’s professionalquality photos of the
most spectacular ships
plying the Great Lakes.
2016 $8.95

new
Tugboats Illustrated
by Paul Farrell
Precise, powerful, and pugnacious, tugboats take on
critical tasks such as manoeuvring large ships into
tight places, pushing huge rafts of barges up and
down rivers, and towing oil rigs into place. In this
history, Paul Farrell traces the evolution, design, and
role of tugboats from the first steam-powered workhorses to modern offshore support vessels.
192pp. hardcover 2016 $65.95

new
Learn to Sail the
Hard Way! Make Every
Mistake in the Book
by Don Watmough
A veteran sailor, Watmough
describes nautical rookie Skip
Murphy’s rise from rank beginner to moderately
qualified sailor—detailing Skip’s follies so that novices can see what not to do. This humour-filled guide
also includes a summary of lessons to be learned.
100pp. softcover 2015 $20.95

new
Three Sheets
in the Wind
by Norman Thelwell
Thelwell uses cartoons
to skewer the goofs—
witting and unwitting—made by the
British sailing public,
and who among us
can’t identify with at
least a dozen or more of his scenarios? This is a
thoroughly entertaining guide to sailing practice
and etiquette, brilliantly drawn by a frequent
contributor to Punch magazine.
208pp. hardcover 2016 $21.99
new edition
Instant Weather
Forecasting
by Alan Watts
5th ed. Watts’s book
is a photographic guide to forecasting imminent
weather. By comparing the sky you see to his
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gift ideas
24 colour photos, you can ascertain the conditions that are likely to develop. This revised and
updated edition includes how you can obtain and
integrate professional weather forecasts and factor them into your own skyward observations to
develop an even better understanding of how the
weather will change.
64pp. softcover 2016 $17.50
new
How to Read Water
by Tristan Gooley
Tristan Gooley is an
expert in navigating
using only the natural world itself. In his
latest book, he turns
his attention to techniques to use on or
near water—which
he learned by sailing solo across the Atlantic,
navigating with Omani tribespeople, canoeing in
Borneo, and walking in his own backyard. Anglers,
sailors, swimmers—all can learn how to find
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north using puddles, forecast the weather from
waves, decode the colours of ponds, spot dangerous water in the dark, and more. His earlier books,
still popular, are The Lost Art of Reading Nature’s Signs,
and The Natural Navigator.
400pp. hardcover 2016 $29.95
new in softcover
Amazing Sailing
Stories
edited by Dick Durham
Sea legends and real
adventures—from
Jonah and the whale
to encounters with
unexpected sea
creatures—speak to
primeval experience:
contests with an unknowable, untamable element
that predates us. Durham has compiled an original collection of sea tales that spans the breadth
of maritime experience, from tragic shipwrecks to
epic races and courageous rescues.
240pp. softcover 2016 $26.95

Making Paper Boats
by Duy Nguyen
Boxed Set. Nine easy to “build” nautical projects
made with creative origami techniques. The
boats—from submarine to catamaran—can be
made water resistant. Ages 10 and up.
Gift set includes:
• 80-page instruction and project book
• 50 sheets of preprinted origami paper
• Waterproofing stick
box set 2010
was $14.95 | now $6.99

gift ideas
new
Blue Boat
by Kersten Hamilton
When a family is
caught in a surprise storm while
they’re sailing,
there’s only one
boat tough enough
to handle the rocking waves and howling winds!
This rhyming book shares how Blue Boat saves
the day. Ages 2 to 5. There is a Blue Boat Board Book,
suitable for a younger audience, ages 0 to 2,
available for $10.99.
32pp. hardcover 2016 $21.99

Carrying On in Nautical Style
Montreal designer Natalie Tessier and her company, Ga-Oh (Algonquin for “the god of the winds”),
make elegant, strong, and practical bags from recycled sails and sail covers. No two are exactly the
same; each has a label sharing details about its “source boat.”

1
2

3

5
4

Nancy models
her favourite
sailcloth bag

6

1. Zephyr
A light, durable
briefcase that
will carry a 15˝
laptop.
30 x 40 x 5*
$88.00

3. Mousson
The adjustable
strap makes this
a shoulder or
crossover bag.
33 x 34 x 7*
$115.00

2. Coriolis
A versatile
shoulder bag/
backpack with
a rope handle.
40 x 23** $88.00

4. Chinook
Sailcloth body
plus canvas
bottom create
a sturdy tote.
45 x 43 x17*
$110.00

5. Bise
Straps adjust for
shoulder bag
or crossover
comfort. Will fit
an iPad.
21 x 23 x 6.5*
$92.00
6. Mistral
A Kevlar© messenger bag with
a comfortable
wide strap. Will
fit a 15˝ laptop.
31 x 36 x 11*
$140.00

Call or email us for info about individual bags in stock—or check nauticalmind.com (Nautical Accessories,
Sailcloth Bags) for photos and details.
*These measurements are height x length x thickness of bag, in centimetres.
**These measurements are height x diameter, in centimetres.
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ships in home waters
new
Tall Ships:
History Comes
to Life on the
Great Lakes
by Kaitlin
Morrison
A lovely collection of
images and
stories about
more than
two dozen tall
ships that can be seen on the Great Lakes today.
With information on the ships’ construction,
voyages, accomplishments, and owners—and
tales about their mishaps and adventures—this
is both an entertaining guidebook and a reference tool. Among the ships profiled are the brig
Niagara, the Pride of Baltimore II and the familiar
Toronto-based sail training vessels TS Playfair
and STV Pathfinder and the Kingston-based
St. Lawrence II.
136pp. softcover 2016 $18.95
Facebook “f ” Logo
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new
Passenger and
Merchant Ships of
the Grand Trunk
Pacific and Canadian
Northern Railways
by David R.P. Guay
A chronicle of the brief yet adventure-filled
shipping efforts of two of Canada’s great railways
during the early 20th century. Their fleets once
included sidewheel, sternwheel, and propeller
steamers, tugboats, barges, and passenger and
merchant ships—and performed both war- and
peacetime service. Filled with interesting stories
and illustrated with contemporary photographs
and drawings.
248pp. softcover 2016 $22.99
new
The Queen of the North Disaster:
The Captain’s Story
by Colin Henthorne
The 2006 sinking of the BC Ferries’ passenger
vessel Queen of the North captured public atten-

tion for weeks. This is the ship captain’s
first-hand account of what happened on the
night of the accident and what transpired
during its aftermath.
256pp. softcover 2016 $24.95
new
Destroyer
HMCS Haida:
Warship No. 6
by Rindert van
Zinderen Bakker
A Tribal-class
destroyer, Haida
served in the
Royal Canadian
Navy from 1943
to 1963 and sank, during the Second World War,
more enemy surface tonnage than any other
Canadian warship. This comprehensive story of
her career is filled with colour photos, line drawings, statistics, technical data, and information on
Haida’s development and operations.
52pp. softcover 2016 $33.95

ships in home waters/history
new
Arctic Cargo: A History of
Marine Transportation in
Canada’s North
by Christopher Wright
Launching his thorough
history in 1576—when
Martin Frobisher reported
mining gold on Baffin Island—Wright traces
the story of cargo shipping in our Arctic waters
through to the early 2000s. Images, maps, a comprehensive bibliography, extensive annexes and
a wide-ranging index provide excellent context.
This is an indispensable reference work.
580pp. softcover 2016 $44.95

new
The Fighting Temeraire
by Sam Willis
J.M.W. Turner’s painting of the
decommissioned warship Temeraire being towed to her breakup
suggests the sun setting on

Nelson’s Navy. In this first volume of his “Hearts of
Oak” trilogy, Sam Willis examines the history of the
“Fighting Temeraire”—one of the Royal Navy’s most
important warships during the Napoleonic Wars.
416pp. softcover 2016 $25.99
new
The Glorious First of June
by Sam Willis
In the second volume of his “Hearts of Oak” trilogy,
Willis explores “the Glorious First of June”—one of
the most important battles of the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars. He frames the story in the context
of French Revolution’s “Terror” and illustrates the
maturation of British sea power that resulted from
decades of investment and development.
320pp. softcover 2016 $25.99
new edition
Seamanship in the
Age of Sail
by John Harland
A new and objective appraisal
of the practice and theory

of square-rigger shiphandling from 1600 to 1860.
Harland examines the development of seamanship
in the era’s major navies and shares its terminology
for sails, masts, rigging, crew organization, steering,
tacking, wearing, and more. A great resource for
enthusiasts, historians, modellers, and anyone
interested in the working practices and realities
of the age of sail.
320pp. hardcover 2016 $115.95
new
Navigational Instruments
by Richard Dunn
This handbook examines
500 years of navigational
instrumentation, from the
Renaissance to modern
times. Dunn—the Senior
Curator and Head of Science and Technology at
Britains’s National Maritime Museum—shows
how sailors, scientists, and artisans collaborated to
improve both the instruments themselves and the
ways they could be used.
80pp. softcover 2016 $23.95
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racing
new
Tuning to Win
by Ian Pinnell
Pinnell describes how
to gain the extra margin
of boatspeed that will
move you up the fleet.
Illustrated with photos
and diagrams, his book
clearly explains what each control does, how to
set up your boat for light wind beating, and how
to adjust for different wind strengths and directions. The sections on skills and troubleshooting
take things even further.
84pp. softcover 2016 $33.95
new edition
Wind Strategy
by David Houghton &
Fiona Campbell
4th ed. Writing for the
racing dinghy sailor, the
authors show you how to
predict the wind over the
Facebook “f ” Logo
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area of a race course, before and during the race,
using simple rules of thumb that apply anywhere
in the world. In addition, the authors include
tips on weather conditions at 30 international
regatta locations.
125pp. softcover 2016 $33.95
new
Winning
Isn’t Luck
by Fred Imhoff
Here is some
gold dust for
racers of all
levels, dinghy
or yacht. An
experienced
international
sailor, Imhoff
explains his
successful racing approach and tactics, and
illuminates his points using action photos and
detailed commentary on tactics, sail trim, helming, crew positioning, and psychology. Many

of the images and lessons are from the 2012
London Olympics.
128pp. softcover 2016 $34.00
new
RYA Racing
for Yachts &
Keelboats
by Rob Gibson
This book is
for cruising
crew, skippers,
and boat
owners who
want a deeper
understanding
of the basics
of cruiser and keelboat racing. Gibson takes you
through race prep, outlines what to look for on
the water, and reminds you how to stay safe. Key
topics covered include practices, starts, mark
roundings, the finish, staying out of trouble, and
the various crew positions.
96pp. softcover 2016 $35.95

racing
Racing Rules
not do. Contains the entire
racing rules, with Appendices, and latest rule changes
highlighted.
168pp. softcover 2016
$38.95

new edition
The Rules in Practice:
2017-2020
by Bryan Willis
9th ed. Willis analyzes key
situations that occur repeatedly on the race course from
the viewpoint of different
helmsmen, summarizing
what each may, must, or can-

new
edition
Racing Rules
Companion:
2017-2020
by Bryan
Willis
5th ed. This is
a splash-resistant, quick
reference
companion guide for racers
that covers the countdown
sequence, right of way rules,

flags, and other scenarios on
and around the race course.
24pp. softcover 2016
$20.95

graded for all levels of
competition—club, national,
and international championships. The entire 2017–2020
racing rules are included.

new edition
The Rules Book: Complete
2017–2020 Rules
by Eric Twiname &
Bryan Willis
10th ed. Pocket-sized,
this rules book’s unique
approach explains the
rules using race situations
and the parts of the race
course—from the start line,
round the marks, and on
to the finish line. Clear
diagrams identify the boats
in the right and wrong.
In addition, the rules are

256pp. softcover 2017
$29.00
new edition
CYA Racing Rules of
Sailing 2017-2020
by Canadian Yachting
Association
This handbook contains
the current official yacht
racing rules as promulgated
by the International
Sailing Federation.

224pp. softcover 2012
was $30.95 | now $6.99

182pp. softcover 2016
$22.95
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Elvstrom
Explains
the Racing
Rules of
Sailing:
2013–2016
Rules
edited by Soren Krause
NOTE: These are not the
new rules. This is the
classic’s final version—no
update is planned. The
book is known by many
simply as “Elvstrom” or
“the book with the plastic
boats and wind arrows.”
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seamanship
new edition
The Complete Day
Skipper
by Tom Cunliffe
5th ed. This practical
manual covers the RYA
Day Skipper syllabus in
ways that reflect a skipper’s growing experience
at sea. Cunliffe begins with yacht handling under
power, moves on to boat care and sailing skills,
and then turns a practical eye on the use of electronic navigation systems.
194pp. hardcover 2016 $53.95
new
The Complete Ocean
Skipper
by Tom Cunliffe
Using the theory
behind the RYA’s Ocean
Yachtmaster syllabus as
a starting point, master
sailor and educator Tom
Facebook “f ” Logo
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Cunliffe has created the definitive handbook on
offshore sailing and ocean passages. He begins by
discussing hull shapes, sailing rigs, engines, steering,
systems, and accommodation. He goes on to navigation and seamanship, also covering weather, passage
planning, and emergencies. Then he explores living
aboard, with sections on crew, keeping healthy,
onboard computers and communication, and more.
272pp. hardcover 2016 $63.95
new edition
Yachtmaster for
Sail & Power
by Alison Noice
4th ed. This major reference book covers what you
need to know to pass the
RYA Yachtmaster course.
Topics include chartwork,
electronic navigation, pilotage, communications,
weather, safety and survival, stability and buoyancy,
and more. This edition has new artwork, updated information, colour photographs, charts, and examples.
241pp. hardcover 2016 $54.00

new edition
The Complete
Rigger’s Apprentice
by Brion Toss
2nd ed. In the update of his
thorough resource, Toss covers traditional rigging methods as well as new techniques, explaining how to work with high-modulus
fibres for both running and standing rigging. His
easy-to-understand explanations demonstrate how
to make hundreds of pieces of gear. Critical practices
such as stepping masts, inspecting and maintaining
rigs, and splicing are also clearly explained.
432pp. hardcover 2016 $57.95
new
Splicing Modern Ropes:
A Practical Handbook
by Jan-Willem Polman
Once upon a time, all sailors
worth their salt could splice
three-strand rope. But with
today’s use of braided line,

seamanship
sailors with splicing skills are much harder to
find. Polman hopes to persuade a change, first
by demonstrating why splices are better and
stronger than either knots or shackles for joining
or shortening rope. Then he teaches you how to
make strong and reliable splices, select the most
suitable ropes/lines for each nautical purpose, and
acquire all the related skills that enhance your
line handling.
176pp. hardcover 2016 $40.00
new edition
Hand, Reef and Steer
by Tom Cunliffe
2nd ed. This awardwinning book explains
the sailing characteristics of classic craft and
outlines the special
skills you need to sail
them safely and well. Cunliffe provides step-bystep advice on setting up the rig; hoisting, setting,
and reefing sails; heavy and light air sailing; manoeuvring a full-keel boat; steering using a variety

of sails, and more. This edition has new material
about modern gaffers and replicas, as well as
watercolour drawings and evocative photos.
208pp. softcover 2016 $47.00
new
The Total Boating Manual
by Kevin Falvey
This one-stop guide to powerboats covers all aspects of
powerboating and recreation—
from boats and gear to water
safety and the various activities you can do with
or on a boat. Falvey also includes a section on boat
handling, trailering, and seamanship best practices.
224pp. softcover 2016 $32.00
new
Learn to Sail Today
by Barry Lewis
Following Lewis’s fun and
speedy method, beginners
can take the helm their first
day on the water. Simple and

intuitive, his guide covers sail-trim theory
and practice, safety, sailing etiquette, inspecting
a boat, steering, docking, and buying a boat.
Lots of illustrations.
224pp. softcover 2016 $26.95
new
Maneuver and
Dock Your
Sailboat Under
Power
by Grant Headifen
Headifen
provides a set
of concise exercises using real
manoeuvering
techniques to
help you learn
how to move your boat effectively in tight quarters. His clear explanations should keep you in full
control of your craft and free from expensive and
embarrassing mishaps.
120pp. softcover 2016 $22.99
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seamanship/voyages
new edition
Heavy Weather Sailing
by Peter Bruce; foreword by Robin Knox-Johnston
7th ed. For 50 years, Heavy Weather Sailing has been
the standard reference for seamanship in gale
conditions, with input by such renowned sailors as
Ewan Southby-Tailyour, Alex Whitworth, Lin and
Larry Pardey, and Peter Cook. Racing yachtsman
Peter Bruce has edited this new edition, which
includes updates to the “Expert Advice” section to
reflect current tactics, strategies, and best practices.
Also revised is the “Taking Refuge” advice and the
chapters on preparing for rough weather and the
effects of rough weather on yacht design—particularly to reflect lessons learned from recent
incidents such as the 2014 loss of the Beneteau
40.7 Cheeki Rafiki and her crew.
309pp. hardcover 2016 $74.95
new
Skippering a Small Keelboat:
Skills from the Masters
by Grant Headifen
With solid sailing skills and knowledge, you
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can gain the credentials to charter a boat
anywhere. Lessons
covered in this guide
include weather and
sea conditions, rigging,
anchoring, reading tides
and currents, rules of
the road, docking, and
more. Headifen’s clear
descriptions of each skill can be expanded using
the provided QR codes, which link to instructional videos and animations.
190pp. softcover 2016 $25.99

new edition
Blown Away
by Herb Payson
35th anniversary edition.
Herb Payson takes you along
with his wife and family as
they cruise to Tahiti, Fiji, New
Zealand, and other islands

voyages
aboard their 36-foot ketch Sea Foam. The re-issue
of this amusing, occasionally touching, and delightful adventure is enhanced with a foreword
by Lin Pardey.
232pp. softcover 2016 $25.95
new
The First Indian
by Dilip Donde
In May 2010, Dilip
Donde sailed INSV
Mhadei into both
Mumbai harbour and
history, becoming the
first Indian to complete a solo circumnavigation under sail
south of the three great capes. A naval officer, he
was involved in all aspects of the project, starting
with Mhadei’s construction, and was mentored by
Britain’s Robin Knox Johnston, the first man to
accomplish the same feat. This is the story of
his adventure.
304pp. softcover 2016 $25.95

new
Taleisin’s
Tales: Sailing
Towards
the Southern
Cross
by Lin Pardey &
Larry Pardey
A wonderful
tale about the
construction
and voyages of
the Pardey’s
Taleisin, their
second bluewater cruising boat and their
home for 28 years. They set off from Bull
Canyon, California, and during their voyaging
visited French Polynesia, the Cook Islands,
and New Zealand’s Kawau Island. This book
shares how the liveaboard life can pair
glimpses of paradise with hard-won lessons
in seamanship—and though not easy, can be
beautifully rewarding.
220pp. softcover 2016 $29.95

new
Gordon
Bennett and
the First
Yacht Race
Across the
Atlantic
by Sam Jefferson
In the world’s
first offshore
yacht race,
three boats
undertook a
transatlantic
crossing in the winter of 1866 in hopes of winning
a $90,000 prize—about $15 million by today’s
reckoning. Gordon Bennett, a New York playboy
and the only one of the three yacht owners to sail
the race, was the winner, and six men lost their
lives. Jefferson intertwines the tale with themes
about the birth of America’s “gilded age”—which
featured obscene wealth, scandal, and a host of
adventure- and fortune-seekers.
288pp. hardcover 2016 $35.99
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voyages
new
Home on the Waves:
A Pacific Sailing Adventure
by Patrick Hill
The author recounts how he and his wife, Heather, built a 42-foot fibreglass sailboat in their backyard, packed up their two children, and embarked
on a 14-month, 15,000-mile adventure around the
Pacific. Their cruise begins and ends in Vancouver,
and takes in the west coast of America, the South
Pacific, Tahiti, Bora Bora, Hawaii, and Alaska.
300pp. softcover 2015 $17.95
new
Ocean of Insight
by Heather Lyn Mann
A battle-weary environmental
advocate from Wisconsin,
Heather Lyn Mann set out on a
six-year Atlantic voyage with her
husband, unsure of what lay ahead. She learned
to deal with storms, isolation, near collisions, and
piracy, was delighted by encounters with rare
and amazing communities, and was surprised by
Facebook “f ” Logo
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colourful Caribbean adventures. This memoir,
shaped by Buddhist teachings, shares her consistently heart-warming journey of body and mind.
304pp. softcover 2016 $24.95
new
Untie the Lines: Setting
Sail and Breaking Free
by Emma Bamford
Bamford’s second book
picks up where her first,
Casting Off, left us—with
the question: will Emma
and Guy sail off happily
into the sunset together?
Untie the Lines opens with her living aboard with
Guy in Malaysia, and further adventures beckon.
But before this dream life can fully unfold, Emma
is forced to return to London and her previous,
fast-paced life. Things spiral out of control until, exhausted and suffering from anxiety attacks, Emma
must seek help and determine if it’s time to change
direction again, but this time once and for all.
320pp. softcover 2016 $18.99

bargain books
Clipper Ships and the
Golden Age of Sail
by Sam Jefferson
With more than 200 beautiful
paintings and illustrations
paired with true tales of adventure and danger, this book
brings to life the thrilling era, and famous ships,
of the days of commercial sail.
240pp. hardcover 2014
was $52.00 | now $19.99

Franklin’s Lost Ship
by John Geiger
In 2014, the jointly sponsored Victoria Strait
Expedition found Sir John Franklin’s long-lost
HMS Erebus. This is the official illustrated account
of the search for—and exciting discovery of—the
19th-century vessel.
224pp. hardcover 2015
was $39.99 | now $9.99

Sailing Around the World:
80 Destinations
by Carlo Auriemma &
Elisabetta Eordegh
While circumnavigating in
a custom-designed 44-foot
ketch, the authors chronicled
places of unspoiled nature. Here are 80 wonders
they encountered while trying to minimizie their
own environmental impact.
304pp. hardcover 2014
was $37.95 | now $18.99

Ships, Clocks, and
Stars: The Quest for
Longitude
by Richard Dunn &
Rebekah Higgitt
A beautifully illustrated report on the
the scientific, political, and commercial
battles—and the players, ships, and voyages—that
eventually solved the riddle of how to figure out
where you are at sea.
256pp. hardcover 2014
was $92.00 | now $49.95
Wreck of the
Whale-Ship Essex:
The Complete
Illustrated Edition
by Owen Chase
The true story
behind the recent
movie, and the
inspiration for HerFacebook “f ” Logo
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bargain books
man Melville’s Moby Dick, written by a man who
lived through the original ordeal. Photos, paintings, and images of relevant artifacts and maps.
256pp. hardcover 2015
was $39.00 | now $14.99
Be Your Own
Boat Surveyor:
A Hands-On
Guide for All
Owners and
Buyers
by Dag Pike
Pike shows you
how to do some
legwork before
you hire a
surveyor. Learn
how to assess
if you’re really interested in a boat and when to
bring in the pro. Great illustrations plus anecdotes
and hands-on advice.
192pp. softcover 2014
was $27.00 | now $14.99
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The Boat Data Book:
The Owner’s and
Professional’s Bible
by Ian Nicolson & Richard Nicolson
7th ed. This indispensable book for owners,
charterers, builders,
repairers, and designers presents hard facts
and relevant figures
in tabular form. Data covers fastenings, materials,
spars, rigging, engines, and equipment.
232pp. softcover 2014
was $46.00 | now $9.99
The Boat Cookbook:
Real Food for
Hungry Sailors
by Fiona Sims
Delicious and easy
recipes that can be made
aboard with minimum
fuss and maximum fla-

vour, from top chefs and sailing legends. Includes
galley set-up tips and much more.
160pp. softcover 2014
was $27.00 | now $9.99
The Crash Test Boat
edited by Paul Gelder
Climb aboard as an intrepid
crew from Yachting Monthly
magazine takes a 40-foot
Jenneau through eight controlled disasters. Lessons
learned are summarized,
best tools are listed. Fascinating and instructive.
144pp. softcover 2013
was $26.00 | now $8.99
The Adlard Coles Book of
Outboard Motors
by Tim Bartlett
3rd. ed. Written for boatowners, not experienced
mechanics. Bartlett covers
how two- and four-stroke out-

bargain books
boards work and outlines maintenance practices,
troubleshooting tactics, and first aid for motors
dropped overboard.
86pp. softcover 2011
was $28.00 | now $6.99
Reeds Diesel
Engine
Troubleshooting
Handbook
by Barry Pickthall
A pocket-sized
guide to help you
solve common
engine problems
and some weird
ones, too. Clear
step-by-step
instructions
illustrated with
colour photographs and diagrams that show you
exactly what to do.
128pp. softcover 2013
was $18.00 | now $5.99

The Yacht Owner’s Manual
by Andy Du Port
A comprehensive discussion
of the choices to make before
and after you buy—for your
safety, security, and enjoyment. Attractively enhanced
with photos, diagrams, and
sidebars providing focussed, specific advice.
160pp. softcover 2015
was $35.99 | now $12.99
Your First Atlantic Crossing: A Planning Guide for
Passagemakers
by Les Weatheritt
4th ed. Insights from this
experienced cruiser cover
the realities of fitting out,
the comfort that planning
brings, plus coping with impulsive decisions, living
with crew, surviving gales and calms, and more.
272pp. softcover 2014
was $34.00 | now $8.99

The Illustrated Boat
Dictionary in 9 Languages
by Vanessa Bird
A great tool to help you
communicate when
something goes wrong with
the boat abroad. Includes
general and technical nautical words in English, French, German, Dutch,
Spanish, Italian, Danish, Portuguese, and Greek.
160pp. softcover 2014
was $32.00 | now $7.99
Pass Your Yachtmaster
by David Fairhall &
Mike Peyton
5th ed. The authors cover
the entire syllabus of the
RYA Yachtmaster Offshore
course—i.e., all the relevant
information for candidates
taking the RYA shore-bound examinations.
112pp. softcover 2012
was $26.95 | now $8.99
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bargain books
Safe Skipper: A
Practical Guide to
Managing Risk at Sea
by Rupert Holmes &
Simon Jollands
Designed for skippers
of all abilities, this
book surveys key aspects of good seamanship. Useful checklists,
instructional call-outs,
and case studies of accidents, which illustrate how
to avoid similar disasters.
192pp. softcover 2015
was $29.95 | now $9.99
Against the Flow: The
Inspiring Story of a Teacher
Turned Yachtswoman
by Dee Caffari
Caffari was the first woman
to sail solo round the world
against prevailing winds and
currents (2006). Her story is
Facebook “f ” Logo
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Rescue of the Bounty
by Michael J. Tougias & Douglas
A. Campbell
The story of the 2012 sinking
of the Bounty—the tall ship
used in the 1962 movie “Mutiny on the Bounty”—and
the rescue of its crew during
Superstorm Sandy.
234pp. hardcover 2014
was $32.95 | now $5.99
Beyond the Blue Horizon:
How the Earliest Mariners
Unlocked Secrets of
the Ocean
by Brian Fagan
What drove our ancestors to
risk their lives by heading off

CMYK / .eps
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about both the physical hardship in difficult conditions and stepping outside the “safe zone.”
288pp. softcover 2009
was $18.00 | now $5.99

@nauticalmind

beyond the horizon? How did early sailors learn
to use winds, tides, currents, and stars? Fagan’s
vividly told tale answers these questions.
384pp. softcover 2013
was $19.00 | now $5.99
Once Upon a
Gypsy Moon
by Michael
Hurley
Hurley set sail
in Gypsy Moon
after his 25year marriage
ended. This
account of his
voyage mixes
personal introspection and
observations
of local colour with details about the challenges of
life aboard.
256pp. hardcover 2013
was $21.99 | now $6.99

2017 Calendars
Descriptions and more calendar choices at www.nauticalmind.com, click “Calendars.”

Ultimate Sailing $34.95

Sailing to the Mark $18.99

Beken Sailing Action $38.95

Tall Ships $18.99

Cruising World $18.99

Wooden Boats $19.95
The Mariner’s Book
of Days $21.95

Faszination
Yachtsport 2017 $52.95
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books | charts | voyage planning

Marine Booksellers & Chart Agents
tel:

address: 249 Queen’s Quay West Toronto, Ontario, m5j 2n5
(416) 203-1163 toll free: (800) 463-9951 website: www.nauticalmind.com

